ACGME

Resident and Faculty Survey Windows

January 11 – February 14, 2016
February 15 – March 20, 2016
March 14 – April 17, 2016
Faculty Survey
New Requirement for Fellowships

Faculty have to have at least 11 hours entered in the “hours devoted to education program” field of their profile in order to appear on the survey roster.
Case Logs

Know your Minimum Numbers
GME Quarterly Oversight
New Innovations

Central Oversight
Import ERAS Data
Legal Names in Personnel Records
Duty Hours
Vacation
Parental Leave
New Innovations Recent Enhancements

New Evaluation Forms
  Multiple choice questions
  Tagging questions for reporting
    Editing a form in use
  Create mobile-ready forms

New Help Feature
  Knowledge Base
Mobile Evaluation App (still in Beta – coming soon)